Pooling operators are key components in most Convolutional Neural Networks (CNNs) as they serve to downsample images, aggregate feature information, and increase receptive field. However, standard pooling operators reduce the feature size gradually to avoid significant loss in information via gross aggregation. Consequently, CNN architectures tend to be deep, computationally expensive and challenging to deploy on RAM constrained devices. We introduce RNNPool, a novel pooling operator based on Recurrent Neural Networks (RNNs), that efficiently aggregate features over large patches of an image and rapidly downsamples its size. Our empirical evaluation indicates that an RNNPool layer(s) can effectively replace multiple blocks in a variety of architectures such as MobileNets (Sandler et al., 2018) , DenseNet (Huang et al., 2017) and can be used for several vision tasks like image classification and face detection. That is, RNNPool can significantly decrease computational complexity and peak RAM usage for inference while retaining comparable accuracy. Further, we use RNNPool to construct a novel real-time face detection method that achieves state-of-the-art MAP within computational budget afforded by a tiny Cortex M4 microcontroller with ∼ 256 KB RAM.
Introduction
Pooling operators generate aggregate representations of features corresponding to a spatial region and are commonly used in CNNs to down-sample activation maps. For example, DenseNet121 uses 5 pooling layers and ResNet18 (He et al., 2016) uses 2 pooling layers. While MobileNetV2 (Sandler et al., 2018) and EfficientNet do not have explicit pooling layers, they use strided convolutions to down-sample the image, which can also be viewed as a weighted average pooling.
Typical pooling operators use computationally efficient but gross aggregation methods like (weighted) average or maximum of the inputs, which restricts their application to a small receptive field (typically < 4). As a result, to downsample layers and to increase the receptive fields of downstream neurons, multiple stacks of convolutions (or requirement operations) and pooling operators are needed. For example, DenseNet121 uses 41 layers to reduce size of the image from 112×112 to 14×14. Similarly, MobileNetV2 requires 19 layers for the same task.
This results in deep and large models that are computationally expensive for inference. Recently, several techniques have been proposed to reduce the inference cost while retaining the depth of the architecture. These include quantization or sparsification of the parameters (Wang et al., 2019; Gale et al., 2019) , cheaper CNN blocks (Sandler et al., 2018; Iandola et al., 2016) , or architecture search .
However, due to the large number of layers and dense residual connections in these new architectures, their workingmemory requirement for inference is large. This is a major issue for real-time inference on battery-powered and other resource-constrained devices which tend to have small RAM to save power (e.g. ARM Cortex M4-based devices typically have about 256 KB RAM). Consider, for example, the face detection task with 640×640 sized inputs. MobileNetV2 would require 18 layers to bring down the size of the image down to say 80×80 with about 32 channels. If the RAM is constrained to 80×80×32 (i.e. ≈ 200 KB), then we cannot store the output of the intermediate layers. As a result, individual entries of the 28×28 output would need to be evaluated one at a time, using expensive re-computation of large parts of the 18 intermediate layers.
In this paper, we propose RNNPool, a novel pooling operator that uses Recurrent Neural Network (RNN) to perform a more refined aggregation of large patches without a significant reduction in accuracy. While RNNPool can be applied to any tensor structured problem, for ease of exposition we focus only on 2D images. For images, RNNPool applies RNNs both along rows and columns and then combines them to compute a fine aggregation of the given pool/patch of features. RNNPool has three parameters -patch-size or pooling receptive field size, stride, and output dimensionthat control its expressiveness and down-sampling ability. Using RNNPool, we can rapidly down-sample images and activation maps, eliminating the need for many residual blocks in the CNN architectures. This reduces the working memory requirement significantly. RNNPool is most effective when used to replace multiple blocks in the initial stages of the model that reduces the size of large activation maps (and thus need most memory and compute). There, it can down-sample by a factor of 4 or 8 with just one layer. For example, RNNPool applied to a 3 channel 640×640 image with patch-size 16, stride 8, and 32 output channels results in an activation map of size 80×80×32. This map can be stored in ∼ 200 KB memory. So in addition to reducing compute, this replacement brings down the peak memory requirement to similar value for typical architectures.
Our experiments demonstrate that RNNPool can indeed be used as an effective replacement for deep expensive functional blocks in a variety of architectures such as Mo-bileNet, DenseNet, EfficientNet, and can be used in different tasks like image classification and face detection. For example, in a 10-class image classification task, RNNPool +MobileNetV2 helps reduce the peak RAM usage of Mo-bileNetV2 by up to 10× and the FLOPs by about 25%, while maintaining the same accuracy. Furthermore, due to its general formulation, it can replace individual pooling layers at all stages of CNN. 
Related Work
Pooling: Max-pooling, Average-pooling and strided convolution layers (LeCun et al., 2015) are standard techniques for feature aggregation and for reducing spatial resolution in DNNs. Existing literature on rethinking pooling (Zhao et al., 2018; He et al., 2015; Gong et al., 2014) focuses mainly on increasing accuracy. But it does not take compute/memory efficiency into consideration which is one of the primary focus of this paper and the RNNPool operator.
Efficient CNN architectures: Most existing research on design of efficient CNN models aims at reducing inference cost (FLOPs) and model size. The methods include designing new model architectures such as DenseNet , MobileNets (Howard et al., 2017; Sandler et al., 2018) or searching for them (e.g. ProxylessNAS (Cai et al., 2018) , EfficientNets ). The aforementioned models do not optimize the peak working memory (RAM) of the model, which can be a critical constraint on tiny devices like microcontrollers. Previous work on memory (RAM) optimized inference manipulates existing convolution operator by reordering computations (Cho & Brand, 2017; Lai et al., 2018) or performing them in-place (Gural & Murmann, 2019) to save storage. However, most of these methods provide relatively small memory savings and typically apply to small images like in CIFAR-10 (Krizhevsky et al., 2009) . In contrast, RNNPool reduces memory requirement significantly while maintaining accuracy on various real-world vision tasks and benchmarks.
Visual Wake Words: Visual cues (visual wake word) to "wake-up" AI-powered home assistant devices require realtime inference on relatively small devices. Chowdhery et al. (2019) proposed a Visual Wake Words dataset and a resource-constrained setting to evaluate various methods. They benchmarked modified versions of MobileNetV1, Mo-bileNetV2 and MnasNet to fit within the problem budget. In Section 5.2, we show that an RNNPool based MobileNetV2 architecture can enable solutions with comparable accuracy to the prior art but in about 8× less RAM and 40% lower compute cost (FLOPs).
Face-detection on tiny devices: Many recent works including EXTD (Yoo et al., 2019) , LFFD (He et al., 2019) , FaceBoxes (Zhang et al., 2017a) and EagleEye (Zhao et al., 2019) address the problem of real-time face detection on resource-constrained devices. EXTD and LFFD are the most accurate but have high compute and memory requirements. On the other hand, EagleEye and FaceBoxes have lower inference complexity but also suffer from lower MAP scores. We propose an RNNPool based architecture that can potentially be deployed on Cortex M4 class devices while still ensuring 5-10% higher accuracy than EagleEye.
RNNs for vision tasks: Recurrent Neural Networks (RNNs) have been the go-to solutions for sequential tasks but haven't been extensively explored in the context of computer vision. An early work, ReNet (Visin et al., 2015) uses RNN based layer as a replacement for a convolution layer but does not aim at improving efficiency. ReNet results in larger model size and FLOPs if the input and output dimensions are set the same as that of an RNNPool layer. PolygonRNN (Acuna et al., 2018) , CNN-RNN (Wang et al., 2016) and Conv-LSTM (Xingjian et al., 2015) also use RNNs in their model architecture but only to model certain sequences in the respective tasks rather than tackling pooling and efficiency of the architecture. RNN as a spatial operator: Since ReNet (Visin et al., 2015) , there have been many methods which have been built upon it to solve various vision tasks. The fundamental difference, mathematically, between these approaches and ours is how the RNN is used to extract spatial information.
In ReNet based methods, the RNN is used to find a pixelwise mapping from a voxel of the input activation map to that of the output map. However, in our method, we are using RNNs to spatially summarize a big patch of the input activation map to a 1×1 voxel of the output activation map. Further, Figure 2 shows the difference between how the outputs of the RNN are being used. Note that in ReNet the hidden states of every timestep of RNN contribute to one voxel of the output, whereas in our case only the last hidden states of the traversals are taken for both row/column-wise summarizations and bidirectional summarizations. A problem with using every hidden state to determine the output as in ReNet is that the earlier hidden states do not contain significant information as compared to the last one i.e. the information keeps accumulating till the last timestep. This will create a bias towards the boundaries for a ReNet like layer since there are bidirectional passes all over the image. However, such a problem can't be seen in our approach as we always take the final hidden state of the whole pass. ReNet based approaches are either inserting their RNN based layers in existing networks or are replacing a single convolution layer with the same (thus resulting in increasing computations). Our usage of RNN for spatial information extraction is so powerful that we can replace a huge number of convolution layers and still preserve accuracy. Most importantly, we significantly decrease RAM usage since we are summarizing and reducing the spatial resolution as compared to performing a pixel to pixel mapping. Also, we see a decrease in FLOPs while ReNet based methods will increase the FLOPs of the baseline model.
Inside-Outside Net (Bell et al., 2016) also uses a ReNet based RNN layer for extracting context features in object detection while PiCANet (Liu et al., 2018) uses it as a global attention function for salient object detection. L-RNN (Xie et al., 2016) inserts multiple ReNet based layers but in a cascading fashion i.e. first horizontal passes, then vertical passes on the resulting map. These methods have been evaluated on tasks like CIFAR-10 classification and semantic segmentation.
Note that in all the above applications, the RNNs are applied over the whole input map, whereas we are doing computations patch by patch, more like a pooling operator. ReNet also proposes using patches to decrease resolution, but the existing methods flatten it to one big 1×1 voxel and using it as a single timestep input to the RNN, which results in loss of spatial dependencies.
What is RNNPool?
Consider the output of an intermediate layer in a CNN of size R×C×f , where f is the number of features or channels. A layer of typical 2 × 2 pooling operators (e.g. max or average) with stride 2 would halve the number of rows (R) and columns (C). Therefore, reducing the dimensions by a factor of 4 would require two blocks: a stack of convolutions to capture key features in the image and a pooling layer.
Our goal is to reduce the activation of size R × C × f to, say, R/4 × C/4 × f in a single layer while retaining the information necessary for the downstream task. We do so using an RNNPoolLayer illustrated in Figure 1 that utilizes strided RNNPool operators.
The RNNPool Operator and the RNNPoolLayer
An RNNPool operator of size (r, c, k, h 1 , h 2 ) takes as input an activation patch of size r × c × k corresponding to k input channels, and uses a pair of RNNs -RNN 1 of hidden dimension h 1 and RNN 2 with hidden dimension h 2 -to sweep the patch horizontally and vertically to produce a summary of size 1 × 1 × 4h 2 .
Algorithm 1 explains the details of RNNPool operator. The RNNPool applies two parallel pipelines to the patch and concatenates their outputs. The first is where RNN 1 traverses along rows and summarizes the patch horizontally (Line 12) and then RNN 2 passes through the outputs of RNN 1 (Lines 13-14) bi-directionally. In the second pipeline RNN 1 first traverses along columns to summarize the patch vertically (Line 15) and then RNN 2 (Lines 16-17) summarizes bi-directionally.
While it is possible to use GRU (Cho et al., 2014) or LSTM (Hochreiter & Schmidhuber, 1997) for the two instances of RNN in RNNPool, we use FastGRNN (Kusupati et al., 2018) for its compact size and fewer FLOPs.
An RNNPoolLayer consists of a single RNNPool operator strided over an input activation map. Note that there are only two RNNs (RNN 1 & RNN 2 ) in an RNNPool operator, thus weights are shared for both the row-wise and columnwise passes (RNN 1 ) and all bi-directional passes (RNN 2 )
end for 8:
return hT 9: end function 10: RNNi( ) ← FastGRNN(Pi, ), for i ∈ {1, 2} 11: function RNNPool(X) 12:
across every instance of RNNPool in an RNNPoolLayer. Further, RNNPoolLayer also takes two more parameters into account: patch size and the stride length.
Capturing Edges, Orientations and Shapes
To probe RNNPool's efficacy at capturing edges, orientation and shapes, we first fit an RNNPool operator to the synthetic datasets of small 8-bit monochrome images with background noise as shown in Figure 3 . We observe that a single RNNPool module fits to 100% accuracy on these datasets. The details of the experiments are in the Appendix B.
Further, we use multi-dimensional scaling to visualize the 4 · h 2 = 128 dimensional output of RNNPool operator on the multi-class dataset (1) in Figure 3 (left). Dataset (1) consists of various lines in the image at a discrete set of angles, and the classification task is to detect the angle of the line. Some images from the test set of classes 80°and 100°are multiplied with a permutation matrix to randomly permute rows and columns. These resulting images are added to the original test dataset and the output of the RNNPool is plotted in Figure 3 (right). The outputs for each class form well-separated tight clusters indicating RNNPool indeed learns various orientations, while the outputs for the permuted images are scattered across the plot indicating that it is not exploiting certain gross aggregations in the data.
We also conclude that the horizontal and the vertical passes of the RNN allows a single RNNPool operator to capture the orientation of edges and simple shapes over patches of size up to 64 × 64. Further, adding a single convolutional layer before the RNNPool layer makes the model much more parameter efficient (see Appendix B). In effect, the convolution layer detects gradients in a local 3 × 3 patch, while the RNNPool detects whether gradients across 3 × 3 patches aggregate into a target shape.
Comparing Performance with Pooling Operators
We now contrast the down-sampling power of RNNPool against standard pooling operators. That is, we investigate if the pooling operators maintain accuracy for a downstream task even when the pooling receptive field is large. To this end, we consider the image classification task with CIFAR-10 dataset but the pooling operator is required to down-sample the input 32×32 image to a 1×1 voxel in one go i.e. both patch size and stride are 32. This is followed by a fully connected (FC) layer. The number of output channels after pooling was ensured to be the same. For Max and Average pooling models, a 1 × 1 convolution is used to ensure the same output dimension. For this task, RNNPool achieves an accuracy of 70.63%, while convolution layer, max pooling and average pooling's accuracy are 53.13%, 20.04% and 26.53%, respectively. This demonstrates the modeling power of the RNNPool operator over other pooling methods. Table 1 (Rows 2-5) reinforces the same but on bigger image classification datasets.
How to use the RNNPoolLayer?
RNNPool can be used to modify several state-of-the-art architectures to reduce their working memory as well as computational requirements. Typically, such modifications involve replacing one or more stacks of convolutional and pooling layers of the "base" (original) architecture with an RNNPoolLayer and retraining from scratch. We demonstrate modification strategies here and demonstrate their ef-C1 RNNPoolLayer (8, 8, 112, 112, 4, 64, 48, 48 fectiveness through extensive experimentation in Section 5.
Replacement for a Sequence of Blocks
Consider the DenseNet121 architecture in Figure 4 . It consists of one convolutional layer, followed by repetitions of "Dense" (D), transition (T) and pooling (P) blocks which gradually reduce the size of the image while increasing the number of channels. Of all these layers, the first block following the initial convolutional layer -D1 -requires the maximum working memory and FLOPs -3.06 MB and 1.04 GFLOPs to be precise, if we disallow any re-computation of intermediate value -as it deals with large activation maps that are yet to be downsampled. Furthermore, the presence of residual connections between all 6 layers within each dense block exacerbates the memory management problem 1 . This property is also true of other architectures with residual connections such as MobileNetV2, EfficientNet and ResNet.
We can use an RNNPoolLayer to rapidly downsample the image size and bypass intermediate large spatial resolution activations. In DenseNet121, we can replace 4 blocks -P1, D1, T1, D2 -spanning 39 layers with a single RNNPoolLayer to reduce the activation map from size 112 × 112 to 28 × 28 (see Figure 4 ). The replacement RNNPoolLayer can be executed patch-by-patch without re-computation, thus reducing the need to store the entire activation map across the image. These two factors contribute greatly to the reduction in working memory size as well as the number of computations. DenseNet121-RNNPool achieves an accuracy of 94.8% on ImageNet-10 which is comparable to 95.4% of the original DenseNet121 model.
A similar replacement of functional blocks with
RNNPoolLayer can be performed for MobileNetV2 as specified in Table 2 . As a result, the working memory (Szegedy et al., 2015) , where residual connection based functional blocks in the initial parts can be effectively replaced with the RNNPoolLayer with improvements in working memory and compute, while retaining comparable accuracy. Table 3 lists these results which are discussed in greater detail in Section 5. 
Replacement for Pooling Layers
RNNPoolLayer can replace any pooling layer and, in all experiments in this paper, increases the overall accuracy of the network. For example, DenseNet121-RNNPool in Figure 4 has three pooling layers one each in T2, T3, and the final average pool layer. DensetNet121-RNNPool loses 0.6% accuracy compared to the base DenseNet121 model ( 
New Architectures for Face Detection
Using RNNPoolLayer, we design new architectures for face detection that achieve higher MAP scores than state-ofthe-art and are compact enough for real-time face detection on weak microcontrollers. We start with the structure of S3FD (Zhang et al., 2017b) , which relates anchor box sizes to the stride of the detection layer. The first detection layer detects the smallest faces and as we go deeper the size of the faces each detection layer predicts increases. Now, instead of applying one convolution layer and then applying RNNPoolLayer, we directly down-sample the image by a factor of 1/4 via RNNPoolLayer. This is critical as for the smallest faces, the anchor box size is set as 16 × 16 and the required stride is 4. Instead of applying RNNPoolLayer directly on the image, if we use strided convolution first, the MAP for the hard dataset drops significantly. Further, for efficiency, we use depthwise separable convolutions followed by pointwise convolutions before using inverted residual (MBConv) blocks. See Appendix D.2 for a description of our various face detection architectures.
We also create an architecture which can fit within the resource constraints to be deployed on a Cortex M4 microcontroller i.e. it has the peak RAM usage as ≤ 256 KB and inference cost ≤ 128 MFLOPs (latency ≤ 1s) while having a competitive MAP (Table 5 ). This is done by creating a model where an RNNPoolLayer of small hidden dimension, h 1 = h 2 = 4, is placed after one strided convolution layer and subsequently followed by MBConv blocks. The first detection head was given a stride of 2 and placed after the first convolution layer, so as to reach a total stride of 4.
Evaluation of RNNPool: Vision Tasks
In this section, we present empirical evidence to demonstrate that RNNPool operator is compatible with popular CNN architectures for vision tasks, and can push the envelope of compute and memory usage vs accuracy curve. Further, we show that RNNPool combined with a MobileNet style architecture generates accurate models for Visual Wake Words and face detection problems that can meet the compute and budget requirements of ARM Cortex M4 devices.
Hyperparameters: Models are trained in PyTorch (Paszke et al., 2019) using SGD with momentum optimizer (Sutskever et al., 2013) with weight decay 4 × 10 −5 and momentum 0.9. We do data-parallel training with 4 NVIDIA P40 GPUs and use a batch size of 256 for classification and 32 for face detection. We use a cosine learning rate schedule with an initial learning rate of 0.05 for classification tasks, and 0.01 with 5 warmup epochs for face detection tasks. All convolution layers use learnable batch normalization. We use the EdgeML ( For inference, the input image is loaded patch-wise, with the patch size being the receptive field of the output of an RNNPool operator. The outputs of the first convolution layer computed on this patch which overlap with the next patch are stored in memory to avoid re-computation. The output patch of the first convolution is then passed to the RNNPool instance and its output is stored. Thus, the RAM usage corresponds to the volume of the stored computations along with the output of the RNNPool Block. This strategy helps us bring down peak RAM usage to even lower than that of the size of the input image, allowing deployment on devices which cannot even load the whole image in memory.
For calculating RAM usage of convolution blocks we follow the strategy of (Chowdhery et al., 2019) , which computes it as the output activation map for simple convolutions/pooling operators or the sum of the input and output activation maps for blocks containing residual connections. Using above strategy, the RAM usage of a dense block in DenseNet will just be the output size as it concatenates the input to the output. For Inception blocks (Szegedy et al., 2015) , let us consider input to the inception block as I and outputs of each of the 4 paths in the block to be O 1 , O 2 , O 3 and O 4 . Since we can get rid of the input I after computing the last output, we can order the computation in increasing order of the number of channels in O i . In this way, the peak RAM while computing the full block will be the sum of input added to the sum of the 3 smallest outputs.
While the above strategy is easiest to implement, there can be better optimization approaches (Pleiss et al., 2017) . For example, in DenseNet121 (Figure 4) , we can bypass the largest activation map of 56 × 56 × 256 which is the output of D1, by going from output of P1 (O 1 ) to output of T1 (O 2 ), by computing it in a sequential manner and storing required intermediate variables only. In particular, we calculate the receptive field of O 2 on O 1 and use the patch with size of this receptive field from O 1 to compute a 1 × 1 × 128 voxel of O 2 . When we do this, we will also have to store intermediate computations that lie in D1 and T1 so that we can avoid re-compute. So the total memory usage here will become O 1 + O 2 + stored computations, which comes out to be 2.2 MB and is lower than the number reported in Table 3 . However, the same strategy can be used for bypassing the output of D3 in DenseNet121-RNNPool and peak RAM can be brought down to 0.56 MB. However, we do not report RAM usage using such complex RAM management techniques as: a) gains are not significant, b) same techniques can be applied to RNNPool, c) they require significant specialization to each architecture.
RNNPool for Image Classification
We demonstrate that RNNPool can effectively replace large stacks of layers in image classification architectures such as MobileNetV2, EfficientNet-B0, ResNet18, DenseNet121 and GoogLeNet. Here we focus on a 10 class dataset (ImageNet-10) consisting of images from ImageNet-1K (Deng et al., 2009 ) whose classes correspond to the CIFAR-10 dataset (Krizhevsky et al., 2009 ). The dataset is divided into 1300 images for training and 50 for validation per class, as in the standard ImageNet-1K. More details about the dataset can be found in the Appendix A.
We first compare RNNPoolLayer against other standard pooling operators and the base network (see Table 1 ).
RNNPool Block corresponds to inserting RNNPoolLayer after the first convolution layer with stride 4 as illustrated in Figure 4 and Table 2 . Last layer RNNPool is replacing the global average pooling operation at the end with patch size equal to the input activation's size (usually 7 × 7). Finally, RNNPool Block + Last Layer RNNPool corresponds to combining the above two RNNPool replacements.
For different base models, we use different patch and hidden sizes (see Appendix D). All models are trained for 300 epochs and the best top-1 validation accuracy is reported. Table 1 shows that there is a significant accuracy boost using RNNPool as compared to strided convolution, max and average pooling. Replacing the last average pooling layer with RNNPoolLayer further increases accuracy with a minimal increase in model size and FLOPs, thus arguing that RNNPool is a more efficient pooling operator.
Next, Table 3 reports the accuracy of RNNPool when Table 2 for details of this replacement in MobileNetV2. Compute-optimized refers to the standard inference approach where inference progresses layer-by-layer without any re-computation. The peak RAM usage-computed according to the scheme mentioned above Section 5.1 -of this scheme for the base model is much higher (around 6-8×) than that of the RNNPool models. For memory-optimized inference, we set the peak RAM usage of the baseline model to be slightly higher than that of the RNNPool model, based on which we identify the bottleneck layer. We compute every voxel of this layer by re-computing the required set of convolutions. Similar to compute optimized, we can use a more specialized strategy per architecture to further optimize FLOPs but they do not provide significant savings in general and do not change the main message of the experiment. So, we ignore them in the interest of generality and simplicity of exposition. We again see a significant decrease in peak RAM usage along with a reduction in FLOPs, while retaining comparable accuracy, except for EfficientNet architecture. Ef-ficientNet uses neural architecture search to optimize the architecture specifically for a given dataset (ImageNet-1K in this case). But for our experiments, we directly replaced certain blocks in EfficientNet without re-optimizing the remaining architecture for ImageNet-1K. We speculate this to be the key reason for accuracy drop and leave further investigation of RNNPool with neural architecture search as a topic for future research.
RNNPool for Visual Wake Words
The Visual Wake Words challenge (Chowdhery et al., 2019) presents a relevant use case for computer vision on tiny microcontrollers. It requires detecting the presence of a human in the frame with very little resources -no more than 250 KB peak memory usage and model size, and no more than 60 MFLOPs/image. The existing state-of-the-art method (Chowdhery et al., 2019) is MobileNetV2 with a width multiplier of 0.35, 8 channels for the first convolution and 320 channels for the last convolution layer. We use this as our baseline and replace convolutions with an RNNPoolLayer.
After training a floating point model with the best validation accuracy, we perform per-channel quantization to obtain 8-bit integer weights and activations. Table 1 compares the accuracy of the baseline and new architectures on this task. We can increase the accuracy of the base model by more than 1% when replacing the last average pool layer with a RNNPool Block. Inserting RNNPool both at the beginning of the network and at the end, we obtain a solution which is within 0.6% accuracy of the baseline but can provide a significant drop in RAM usage (250 KB → 33.68 KB), model size and FLOPs. We calculate our peak RAM usage using the same memory management technique as (Chowdhery et al., 2019) .
Further, we vary input image resolution in {96, 128, 160, 192, 224} to trade-off between accuracy and efficiency. Our memory-accuracy and FLOPs-accuracy curves are significantly higher than the baseline's curve ( Figure 5 ). Figure 5 . Visual Wake Word: MobileNetV2-RNNPool requires 8× less RAM and 40% less compute than baselines. We cap our number of parameters to be ≤ 250K instead of 290K allowed by MobileNetV2 (0.35×). 
RNNPool for Face Detection
We create models for real-time face detection with low peak RAM usage. We use the WIDER FACE dataset for training and validation. We follow the base structure of S3FD (Zhang et al., 2017b) for easy, medium and hard subsets; MAP is a standard metric for face detection and measures the mean area under the precision-recall curve. We also compare computations, number of parameters and peak memory usage of the baseline real-time face detection models with our RNNPool-Face models (assuming input image size as 640 × 480). We report MAP scores for baselines based on source code or pre-trained models published by the respective authors. For, Eagle-Eye (Zhao et al., 2019) we wrote our own code to replicate the method in the paper as the source code was not made available. For EXTD, we report FLOPs of the EXTD-32 version, which is computationally cheapest. EXTD and LFFD (He et al., 2019) are accurate but are computationally expensive. In contrast, RNNPool-Face-C achieves better MAP in the easy and medium subsets despite using ∼ 4.5× less compute and ∼ 3× less RAM.
We also compare MAP scores only for images that have ≤ 3 faces, which is a more suitable real-world face-detection setting, especially for tiny devices. Here also, RNNPool-Face-C is more accurate than all the baselines across all the three categories. FaceBoxes (Zhang et al., 2017a) and Eagle-Eye decrease FLOPs and peak memory usage by rapidly down-sampling the image or by decreasing the number of channels significantly, but lead to inaccurate models. In contrast, RNNPool-Face-B and RNNPool-Face-A achieve significantly higher MAPs than these methods while still ensuring smaller FLOPs and peak RAM usage values. A similar trend holds true when restricted to images with ≤ 3 faces. Finally, RNNPool-Face-Quant uses quantization to ensure a model that can be deployed on Cortex M4 devices which typically have ≤ 256 KB RAM, while still ensuring > 80% MAP accuracy on images with ≤ 3 faces. Qualitative face detection comparison of the proposed method against the real-time baselines can be found in Figures 6, 7 .
Conclusions
We proposed RNNPool, an efficient RNN-based non-linear pooling operator. RNNPool operator was used to create RNNPoolLayer which is an effective alternative to the RAM intensive components in modern architectures. The use of RNNPoolLayer reduces peak RAM usage, model size and FLOPs while maintaining or improving accuracy for a variety of vision tasks. Extensive experimentation on Face Detection and Visual Wake Word problems shows that RNNPool based architectures can enable real-time solutions on resource-constrained tiny microcontrollers. Going forward, real-world deployment of RNNPool based solutions for wakeword and similar problems would be of great interest. Also, RNNPool can potentially be combined with more efficient computation graphs over the same architectures. We leave further investigation into optimizing these specific computation graphs as a topic for future research. Figure 6 . Comparison of performance on test images with Eagle-Eye and RNNPool-Face-Quant. The confidence threshold is set at 0.6 for both models. EagleEye misses faces when there is makeup, occlusion, blurriness and in grainy pictures, while our method is detecting them. However, in the case of some hard faces, RNNPool-Face-Quant still misses a few of them or doesn't give out a bounding box containing the full face.
for statistical machine translation. arXiv preprint arXiv:1406.1078, 2014.
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EXTD_32
RNNPool-Face-C Figure 7 . Comparison of performance on test images with EXTD 32 and RNNPool-Face-C. The confidence threshold is set at 0.6 for both models. The EXTD model has more false positives and is also missing more faces. In the first image, EXTD does a faulty prediction at top right. In the image below it EXTD mistakes regions in leaves as faces, while our model detects the two faces only. In the next image, both the models have some wrong detections. But, the EXTD model detects a large bounding box that is a false positive. In the next image EXTD misses a face with unnatural pose which our model detects. However, our model detects a face within a face which in general can be removed easily.
In the next image (last row above), both the models detect the two faces, which weren't detected by the models on the left. Our model detects a slightly better bounding box than EXTD.
The class n02430045: 'deer' is not present in the ImageNet-1K subset and we scraped it from the full ImageNet-22K database. Same number of images are used as in the other classes. Each class is divided into 1300 images for training and 50 images for validation.
A.2. Visual Wake Words
This is a binary classification dataset with the two classes being presence and absence of a person. The dataset is derived by re-labeling the images available in the MS COCO dataset with labels corresponding to whether a person is present or not. The training set has 115K images and the validation set has 8K images.The labels are balanced between the two classes: 47% of the images in the training dataset of 115k images are labeled as person. We conduct experiments on synthetic datasets to prove that RNNPoolLayer can learn spatial representations. We cre-ate the following datasets for our experiments (also see Figure 3 ):
A.3. WIDER FACE
1. A multi-class dataset consisting of images with one line segment of varying lengths and positions. There are 9 classes corresponding to lines ranging from 0 to 160 degrees at 20 degree intervals.
2.
A multi-label dataset with images consisting of multiple line segments with varying lengths and positions. There are 9 labels corresponding to lines with orientations of 0 to 160 degrees at 20 degree intervals.
3. A multi-label dataset consisting of images with a subset of shapes -circle, triangle, square, pentagon, hexagon.
We sweep over the h 1 , h 2 parameters in powers of 2 and report below the smallest RNNPool operator that can enable a single FC layer to classify or label the test set with 100% accuracy. We do so with and without a preceding CNN layer of 8 convolutions of 3 × 3 size and stride 2. The table below lists the least h 1 , h 2 required for each of the tasks.
Data Image Size With Conv. Without Conv.
(1) 32 × 32
B.2. CIFAR-10 Experiment Details
In Section 3.3, we use h 1 = h 2 = 32 for the RNNPool operator with patch size and stride as 32. For the strided convolution we use a convolution layer of 4 × h 2 = 128 filters. For Max and Average pooling first we pool down to 1 × 1 × 3 from input of 32 × 32 × 3 and then use a 1 × 1 convolution of 128 filters. All the above have the same patch size and stride size and are followed by a fully connected layer projection to 10 from 128.
C. Details about Compute and Peak RAM Calculation C.1. RAM Calculations for various block types 1. MBConv block : Give input I of size H × W × C, a pointwise convolution (C1) first expands the number of channels to C × t where t is expansion factor. Then there is a depthwise separable 3 × 3 convolution (C2) with stride either 1 or 2, followed by another pointwise convolution (C3) which reduces the channel to the number of output channels (O) associated with the MBConv block. To avoid storing the large output (O C1 ) of C1 and bloating the memory, O C1 is constructed channel by channel, so at first 1 filter of the C × t filters of C1 will be convolved with I, then this single 2D vector will be convolved by C2. Since C2 is depthwise separable and input channels independently contribute to a output channel, we again get a 2D map. This map is convolved with all filters of C3 and we get an output of O number of channels. We keep doing this, going one by one through each filter of C1 and adding to the output of the MBConv block of O channels, to get the final output. Hence the RAM usage is input added to the output of the MBConv block.
2. Residual Block : There is a residual connection, therefore the input activation map has to be store until the output is calculated and then added together. The RAM usage will be sum of input and output in the case of a residual block without stride. Since there is no expansion layer, and no activation map needs to be avoided the RAM usage of a residual block with stride will be 2× output size, as the input can be downsampled and stored before adding being added to the output.
3. Dense block : At any point in a dense block the activation maps to be stored is the input to the dense block and outputs of all previous dense layers, since the last last layer needs all the activation maps concatenated as its input. The total activation maps being stored will reach the peak just after the last dense layer. Therefore the peak RAM usage is the output of the dense block.
4. Inception block : The peak RAM usage for this has been explained in detail in Section 5. Since no inception layer is strided, we do not need separate case like in residual block.
C.2. Table 3 
peak RAM calculations
The peak RAM calculations were done following the strategy of (Chowdhery et al., 2019) . The peak RAM of both MobileNetV2 and EfficientNet-B0 are contributed by the first MBConv block in the architecture, while that of the RNNPool versions is the MBConv block right after the RNNPool replacement. According to (Chowdhery et al., 2019) , the expanded map in a MBConv block need not be completely stored in the memory if we compute this map channel-by-channel and store the output of the MB-Conv block contributed by a single channel directly. This can be done as the convolutions inside the MBConv are depthwise separable followed by pointwise. For ResNet18, DenseNet121 and GoogLeNet the bottleneck peak RAM is the activation map just after the first convolution layer. For ResNet18-RNNPool the peak RAM usage is the residual block just after RNNPool i.e. the first residual block out of 2 of conv4 x. For DenseNet121-RNNPool, the peak RAM is the output of D3 (see Figure 4 ). For GoogLeNet, the peak RAM is the last inception block on spatial resolution of 14 × 14 -inception (4e).
C.3. Table 5 
For all EagleEye, FaceBoxes, EXTD and LFFD the peak RAM is contributed by the output of the first convolution. For RNNPool-Face-A and RNNPool-Face-B, the peak RAM is the output of the RNNPool, while for RNNPool-Face-C and RNNPool-Face-Quant, it is contributed by the MBConv block right after the RNNPool.
C.4. Table 3 Memory Optimised calculations
As explained above, the RAM calculations for RNNPool based models revealed that the convolution blocks after RNNPoolLayer contribute to the peak RAM (ConvBlock-A). In the memory optimised scheme, we fix the peak RAM of the base model to be that of the convolution block whose RAM usage is bit more than that of RNNPool. This convolution block (ConvBlock-B) naturally comes before ConvBlock-A. ConvBlock-B is chosen such that there exists no block that lies between this block and ConvBlock-A which has a RAM usage less than that of ConvBlock-A.
Since we fix the peak RAM, we have to reconstruct an activation map (Activation-A) that comes before ConvBlock-B patch by patch. We do this by loading a patch of the image (one at a time) which is of the size of the receptive field of Activation-A wrt the input image and feed it forward to get a 1 × 1 × channel Activation−A voxel of Activation-A. When we load the next patch we have to re-compute some convolution and pooling outputs which come in the overlapping region of the two again. We keep doing this until we reconstruct Activation-A completely. Note that Activation-A need not necessarily be the activation map just before This kind of replacement is like in Figure 4 and Given r in × c in × k in size input activation map to the pooling layer, the hidden sizes for RNNPool is taken as h 1 = h 2 = k in /4, patch size as 4 and stride as 2. Note that we also further drop dense layers (1 × 1 convolution followed by 3 × 3 convolution) in D3 and D4. The number of channels in the output of any dense block is sum of number of input channels and output of each dense layer. Hence, reducing number of dense layers reduces the number of channels of the output activation maps of these dense blocks and hence the input to the pooling layer. However, for the RNNPool the same strategy of h 1 = h 2 = k in /4 is followed where k in is lesser now.
D.2. Face Detection
We follow the base structure of S3FD (Zhang et al., 2017b) for creating the detection framework. Each RNNPool-Face model is created by placing RNNPool Block directly on input image or after a strided convolution (RNNPool-Face-Quant) and following it by convolution layers or inverted bottleneck residual (MBConv) Blocks. Detection layers are placed at strides of 4, 8, 16, 32, 64 and 128, for square anchor boxes of sizes 16, 32, 64, 128, 256 and 512 as in S3FD. The number of MBConv Blocks or convolution layers after RNNPool and before each detection layer is decided wrt the required receptive field size of each of the detection layers as defined by S3FD. The detection heads are placed such that they are just before a strided layer in the architecture. The scale compensation anchor matching strategy and max-out background label for small anchor boxes of S3FD are also used. Images are trained on 640 × 640 images. A multi-task loss is used where cross-entropy loss is used for classification of anchor box and smooth L1 loss is used as regression loss for bounding box coordinate offsets. We use multi-scale testing and Non-Maximal Suppression during inference to determine final bounding boxes.
Following is the architecture of RNNPool-Face-C. There is a detection layer after every bottleneck stack. The detection layer is two 3 × 3 heads which predict the class probability (2 outputs per pixel) and bounding box offsets(4 outputs per pixel). The convention followed in the table below is same as in Table 2 . t is the expansion coefficient, c is the number of output channels, n is the number of repetitions of the MBConv 2 layer and s is the stride associated with the first of those stack of layers. RNNPool has h 1 = h 2 = 16. The RNNPool models decrease FLOPs drastically while maintaining performance. Figure 8, shows the difference we are making. In <2 GFLOPs we are getting easy and medium MAP better than EXTD and LFFD which are near to 10 GFLOPs.
D.3. FastGRNN Hyperparameters
We use FastGRNN as both the RNNs in RNNPool. We usually use same hidden dimension for both the RNNs. We fix ζ as 1 and ν as 0 for all models, for stability, and use piecewise linear non-linearities quantTanh and quantSigmoid for the Visual Wake Word models, so we can quantize it without loss of information.
E. Augmentations
Various image augmentations were used for training each network. For the ImageNet experiments the training images were cropped to random size of 0.08 to 1.0 times the original size and reshaped to a random aspect ratio of 3/4 to 4/3. This was then resized to 224 × 224. This image was further flipped horizontally randomly and then normalized by mean and standard deviation. For the validation set, we resize the input image to 256 × 256 and then take a center crop of 224 × 224. For the Visual Wake Word experiment, we follow a similar process except during training we crop the input image first to a random size of 0.2 to 1.0 times the original size. For varying resolutions from 96 to 224 as reported in Figure 5 , the ratio of resize resolution of input image and center crop size is kept same during validation. All other augmentations are kept same with output size changed from 96 to 224. For Face Detection experiments we use augmentations like in S3FD (Zhang et al., 2017b) . This includes colour distortion, random cropping : specifically zooming in to smaller faces to get more larger faces to train on, and horizontal flipping after cropping to 640 × 640. Note that the same augmentation strategies were used for the baseline models also for fair comparison.
